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Abstract
Nowadays, cloud computing is giving significant advantages to both enterprises and users. However,
serious server downtime is possible to occur, which can make substantial economic losses to cloud
providers and reduce user experience. Therefore, it is essential to create a system with high availability.
Accordingly, this paper proposed stochastic models, which contain specific interactions and system
behaviors for availability analysis of a cloud system. Besides, physical server/VM recovery, redundancy,
and VM live migration techniques are incorporated to enhance availability. Furthermore, various metrics
of interest: SLA-based steady state availability (SSA), SLA-based SSA sensitivity analysis, SLA
violation downtime, and cost are analyzed in this paper.

1. Introduction
Cloud services, run on the centralized physical
systems, require huge demands of high availability and
less downtime costs [1]. Therefore, enterprises are
seeking researches on availability evaluation and
analysis with small-scale system before deploying and
implementing real scale system. However, analyzing
availability in real system not realistic due to it may
cause problems like security. Consequently, it is
important to make availability model before deploying
a real system. Stochastic reward nets (SRN) which can
capture system dynamics and system dependable
behaviors more deeply, compared with Fault Tree,
Reliability Block Diagram and Markov chains [2], is
used in this study. Many researches such as [3-5]
used SRN to make system model. However, they
neglect VM level which has significant impact for
system availability. Hence, not only physical level, but
VM level are considered in this paper.
The main contributions of this paper are stated
below. (1) The proposed high availability model with
redundant (hot/cold pool) cloud system by SRN, in
which all transitions follow exponential distributions.
(2) The model includes failure/repair behavior, and
interactions between hot/cold host and VM live
migration to enhance the system availability. (3) We
have compared various techniques (e.g., redundancy)
involved in different SRN models. (4) We have
analyzed SLA-based SSA, SLA violation downtime and
cost on the default parameters, and sensitivity analysis
regarding main impacting parameters: MTTF (mean
time to failure) and MTTR (mean time to repair) of the

hot host, VM, respectively. The following of this paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the
proposed SRN models. Section 3 shows the
comparison between proposed SRN models and
others. Sensitivity analysis is also showed in this
section. Lastly, section 4 makes the conclusion of this
paper.
2. System Description and SRN model

Figure 1 Redundancy Cloud Architecture
Figure 1 is the architecture of cloud system which
contains two pools: hot pool for VM placement and
cold pool as a redundancy of hot host. SAN (Storage
area network) is equipped in this system as
intermediate shared storage to save the VM data and
the image files in case VM failed [1]. A case of SRN
model of proposed system with two state (UP and
DOWN), which contains two hot host, a cold host and
two VMs on each hot host is studied in this section,
showed as Fig.2 and Fig.3.
Figure 2 shows SRN model of physical server (hot
host H1, H2 and cold host C). When H1 goes down,
the transition T_H1f is fired and token in the place
P_H1up is removed and be deposited into P_H1f. If
P_Cup is not empty, token of P_Cup moves to P_H1up
through firing transition T_C1start. Likewise, if H2 fails,
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T_H2f will be fired, and the token moves from P_H2up
to P_H2f. At this time, T_C2start is fired to transfer
token from the place P_Cup to P_H2up. The failure
event of C is the same as host but with different
transition time. In regarding to repair behavior of each
server, the tokens in the DOWN state are removed and
be deposited back to its UP state by firing each
corresponding transition: T_H1r, T_H2r or T_Cr.

behaviors of SRN models, to develop all the
aforementioned SRN models. Physical system without
incorporate the redundancy technique is also modeled
to compare with above models. Table 1 shows the
default input parameters of proposed SRN models
which are referenced from different previous studies.
As for the downtime (mins/(operational period hours)
and its cost, the calculations are defined as follows:

Table 1. Default parameters of the SRN models

Figure 2. Host model with redundancy
Table 2. Reward function

Table 3. Guard function
Figure 3. VM model with LM
Figure 3 depicts the Virtual Machine subsystem
incorporating with VM live migration (LM) technique.
VM failure and recovery process are the same like host.
In regarding to LM, SAN is modeled as P_VMmig12
and P_VMmig21. When hot host goes down, tokens of
VM will transfer to P_VMmig12 or P_VMmig21
immediately. Then, t_VMmig12 or t_VMmig21 is fired to
transfer tokens to another hot host.
The failure and LM event are dependent on current
number of tokens, which belong to P_H1up, P_H2up,
P_Cup,
P_VM1up,
P_VM2up,
P_VMmig12
and
P_VMming21, respectively. This is also named marking
dependence and is marked with # notation near
relative transitions. Moreover, guard function of SRN
models is used to help the specify relationship
between VMs and hosts and reward function is used to
help analyze SLA-based availability, showed as table 2
and 3, respectively.
3. Numerical analysis and results
In this section, we use SPNP [6], a powerful and
popular package for modeling complex system

Table 4. SSA and Downtime cost

Table 4 shows the SSA, downtime and relative
cost per year of four different systems with various
techniques. This table depicts that proposed system
model (H2C1VM4LM) of this paper has the highest
SLA-based SSA and lowest SLA violation downtime
and cost.
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addition, when increasing MTTF, the SSA gradually
increased, and SSA experienced a downward trend
when MTTR decreased.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, through modeling with SRN, it can
be seen that the proposed cloud systems have high
availability and low downtime cost. Furthermore,
availability analysis with SRN models can solve the
problems such as big financial losses, security, etc.,
which are caused by analyzing availability in real
machines. Therefore, this method plays an important
role for cloud providers before deploy the real systems.

Figure 4 MTTF of VM
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Figure 5 MTTR of VM

Figure 6. MTTF of Hot Host

Figure 7. MTTR of Hot Host
Figure 4-7 illustrate the dependence of SSA with
MTTF/MTTR of hot host and VM. From these figures,
our proposed system always has the highest
availability regardless of increasing MTTF or MTTR. In
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